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It isn’t that Abby Carson can’t do her schoolwork. She
just doesn’t like doing it. And in February a warning
letter arrives at her home. Abby will have to repeat sixth
grade—unless she meets some specific conditions,
including taking on an extra-credit project to find a pen
pal in a distant country. Seems simple enough. But when
Abby’s first letter arrives at a small school in
Afghanistan, the village elders agree that any letters
going back to America must be written well. In English.
And the only qualified student is a boy, Sadeed Bayat.
Except in this village, it is not proper for a boy to
correspond with a girl. So Sadeed’s younger sister will
write the letters. Except she knows hardly any English.
So Sadeed must write the letters. For his sister to sign.
But what about the villagers who believe that girls should
not be anywhere near a school? And what about those
who believe that any contact with Americans is . . .
unhealthy? Not so simple. But as letters flow back and
forth—between the prairies of Illinois and the mountains
of central Asia, across cultural and religious divides,
through the minefields of different lifestyles and
traditions—a small group of children begin to speak and
listen to one another. And in just a few short weeks, they
make important discoveries about their communities,
about their world, and most of all, about themselves.
???????Yuan Liu Chu Ban Gong Si
Twelve-year-old identical twins Jay and Ray have long
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resented that everyone treats them as one person, and
so they hatch a plot to take advantage of a clerical error
at their new school and pretend they are just one.
Three hungry men charm a poor village into making
enough soup to feed them all.
How can we help students develop the thinking skills
they need to be successful learners? How does this
relate to deep learning of important concepts? How can
we engage and support diverse learners in inclusive
classrooms where they develop understanding and
thinking skills? In this book, Faye and Leyton explore
these questions and offer classroom examples to help
busy teachers develop communities where all students
learn. This book is written by two experienced educators
who offer a welcoming and "can do" approach to the big
ideas in education today. In this book, you will find:
insightful ways to teach diverse learners, e.g., literature
and information circles, open-ended strategies,
cooperative learning, inquiry curriculum design
frameworks, e.g., universal design for learning (UDL)
and backward design assessment for, of, and as learning
lessons to help students develop deep learning and
thinking skills in English, Social Studies, and Humanities
excellent examples of theory and practice made
accessible real school examples of collaboration -teachers working together to create better learning
opportunities for their students
Educational Tests and Measurements in the Age of
Accountability is a core text for use in a first level
graduate course in educational measurement and
testing. In addition to covering the topics traditionally
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found in core textbooks for this course, this text also
provides coverage of contemporary topics (including
national testing programs, international achievement
comparisons, the value added assessment of schools
and teachers, and the public policy debate on selective
admissions vs. affirmative minority enrollment).
Chinese edition of The Landry News. A New York Times
bestseller. The story follows Cara, a fifth grader loner
from a broken family, always aspired to be a journalist.
Mr. Larson, the burned out teacher who was once
"Teacher of the Year," was inspired to become the
class's newspaper sponsor. A controversial story pitted
the Mr. Larson and the paper against the principal, and a
First Amendment debate ensued. Distributed by Tsai
Fong Books, Inc.
Traditional Chinese edition of The BFG (aka Big Friendly
Giant) by Roald Dahl and illustrated by Quentin Blake,
two "friendly" giants in British children literature. Amazon
praised the character as "The BFG is one of Dahl's most
lovable character creations." In Traditional Chinese.
Annotation copyright Tsai Fong Books, Inc. Distributed
by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
Is Nick Allen a troublemaker? He really just likes to liven
things up at school -- and he's always had plenty of great
ideas. When Nick learns some interesting information
about how words are created, suddenly he's got the
inspiration for his best plan ever...the frindle. Who says a
pen has to be called a pen? Why not call it a frindle?
Things begin innocently enough as Nick gets his friends
to use the new word. Then other people in town start
saying frindle. Soon the school is in an uproar, and Nick
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has become a local hero. His teacher wants Nick to put
an end to all this nonsense, but the funny thing is frindle
doesn't belong to Nick anymore. The new word is
spreading across the country, and there's nothing Nick
can do to stop it.
Simplified Chinese edition of Frindle. A 5th grader
named Nick is a little on the enterprising side mixed with
mischievous, and the love for pushing his limits. To irk
his tough teacher, he invented a word "frindle," and
convinced everyone this is a real word. Years later when
the word made it into the dictionary, Nick discovered that
his teacher was secretly rooting for and helping him.
Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
Traditional Chinese edition of Bless This Mouse by Lois
Lowry. This humorous story is told from the mouse's
point of view. Hildegarde, the leader of the church mice
at Saint Bartholemew, with the help of her pack, saves
everyone from one disaster after another. In Traditional
Chinese. Annotation copyright Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
Carol Ann Tomlinson and Tonya R. Moon take an indepth look at assessment and show how differentiation
can improve the process in all grade levels and subject
areas. After discussing differentiation in general, the
authors focus on how differentiation applies to various
forms of assessment--pre-assessment, formative
assessment, and summative assessment--and to
grading and report cards. Readers learn how
differentiation can --Capture student interest and
increase motivation --Clarify teachers' understanding
about what is most important to teach --Enhance
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students' and teachers' belief in student learning
capacity; and --Help teachers understand their students'
individual similarities and differences so they can reach
more students, more effectively Throughout, Tomlinson
and Moon emphasize the importance of maintaining a
consistent focus on the essential knowledge,
understandings, and skills that all students must acquire,
no matter what their starting point. Detailed scenarios
illustrate how assessment differentiation can occur in
three realms (student readiness, interest, and learning
style or preference) and how it can improve assessment
validity and reliability and decrease errors and teacher
bias. Grounded in research and the authors' teaching
experience, Assessment and Student Success in a
Differentiated Classroom outlines a common-sense
approach that is both thoughtful and practical, and that
empowers teachers and students to discover, strive for,
and achieve their true potential.
??:?????
Whether writing a blog entry or a high-stakes test essay,
fiction or nonfiction, short story or argumentation, students
need to know certain things in order to write effectively. In 10
Things Every Writer Needs to Know, Jeff Anderson focuses
on developing the concepts and application of ten essential
aspects of good writing--motion, models, focus, detail, form,
frames, cohesion, energy, words, and clutter. Throughout the
book, Jeff provides dozens of model texts, both fiction and
nonfiction, that bring alive the ten things every writer needs to
know. By analyzing strong mentor texts, young writers learn
what is possible and experiment with the strategies
professional writers use. Students explore, discover, and
apply what makes good writing work. Jeff dedicates a chapter
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to each of the ten things every writer needs to know and
provides mini-lessons, mentor texts, writing process
strategies, and classroom tips that will motivate students to
confidently and competently take on any writing task. With
standardized tests and Common Core Curriculum influencing
classrooms nationwide, educators must stay true to what
works in writing instruction. 10 Things Every Writer Needs to
Know keeps teachers on track--encouraging, discovering,
inspiring, reminding, and improving writing through
conversation, inquiry, and the support of good writing
behaviors.
From the creators of the "New York Times" bestseller
"Dragons Love Tacos" comes a rollicking, rhyme-tastic,
interactive book where kids discover the lost art of the high
five and improve their slapping skills. From hand-limbering
stretches to lessons on five-ing with finesse, readers are
guided through a series of interactive challenges. Full color.
Based on extensive research on the features that make
children's books appealing and appropriate, this valuable
teacher resource offers guidance on selecting books,
strategies for specific grade levels, suggestions for extension,
and tips for assessment. This teacher-friendly book is
organized around the major genres -- traditional literature,
picture books, nonfiction, poetry, and multicultural texts -- that
will inspire young readers. Throughout the book, teachers will
find suggestions for using literature to implement shared
reading, reading aloud, and response strategies with
emergent, developing, and independent readers.
Presents instructions for creating a read-aloud program for
grades three and four.
Make learning about words fun again with a clever tale about
a boy who invents a new word for the dictionary. Our
resource is ready-made, saving you time when preparing a
lesson plan for this novel. Set a purpose for reading by
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establishing which vocabulary words students are not familiar
with. Show your comprehension of the novel with multiple
choice questions. In a journal prompt, use your critical
thinking skills to predict what career Nick will have when he
grows up. Understand the difference between similes and
metaphors by writing your own in a writing task. Share your
favorite part of the story by drawing a cartoon strip. Aligned to
your State Standards and written to Bloom's Taxonomy,
additional crossword, word search, comprehension quiz and
answer key are also included. About the Novel: Frindle is the
story of a clever, time-wasting schemer’s innovative plan to
create his own word for the dictionary. Ten-year-old Nick
Allen has a reputation for developing ingenious plans that
distract teachers. For the first time ever, his diversions fail to
create the desired results in Mrs. Granger’s fifth grade
language arts class. Instead of distracting her, he ends up
with an extra assignment and oral presentation on how new
entries are added to the dictionary. Surprisingly, the boring
assignment leads to Nick’s most clever idea yet when he
decides to create his own new word—frindle. Nick recruits five
fellow students to support his efforts in changing the name of
pen to frindle. Their insistence on referring to pens as frindles
causes a major commotion when Mrs. Granger’s passion for
vocabulary and strict emphasis on the correct use of
language result in a battle of wills that threatens to disrupt the
whole school. Their war of words spreads beyond the school
resulting in after-school punishments, a home visit from the
principal, national publicity, economic opportunities for local
businessmen, and, eventually inclusion in the dictionary.
The first complete guide-for use by adults and children-to
creating fun and educational book clubs for kids. As authors
of The Book Club Cookbook, the classic guide to integrating
great food and food-related discussion into book club
gatherings, Judy Gelman and Vicki Levy Krupp hear a
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common refrain from parents, librarians, teachers, community
leaders and kids themselves: "How about writing a book for
kids' book clubs?" Indeed, in recent years youth
organizations, parents, libraries, schools, and our local, state,
and federal governments have launched thousands of book
clubs for children as a way to counter falling literacy rates and
foster a love of reading. Based on surveys representing five
hundred youth book clubs across the country and interviews
with parents, kids, educators, and librarians, The Kids' Book
Club Book features: _- the top fifty favorite book club reads
for children ages eight to eighteen; _- ideas and advice on
forming great kids' book clubs-and tips for kids who want to
start their own book clubs; _- recipes, activities, and insights
from such bestselling children's book authors as Christopher
Paolini, Lois Lowry, Jerry Spinelli, Nancy Farmer, Christopher
Paul Curtis, Andrew Clements, Laurie Halse Anderson,
Norton Juster, and many others. From recipes for the Dump
Punch and egg salad sandwiches included in Kate
DiCamillo's Because of Winn-Dixie to instructionson how to
make soap carvings like the ones left in the knot-hole of a
tree in Harper Lee's To Kill a Mockingbird, this book provides
a bounty of ideas for making every kids' book club a success.
This Novel Study Guide is for the story Frindle, written by
Andrew Clements. This resource includes comprehension
and critical thinking questions for each chapter of the novel.
Each Chapter section includes: - Vocabulary words with
definitions. - Fill-in-the-blank questions. - True or false. Multiple choice. - Short answer questions. - Answer keys.
Also included are word puzzles: - Word Decoder - Word
Search - Word Scramble - Crossword - Hangman The
resource finishes off with major projects. To see the other
titles in our Novel Studies Series, check out our Novel Study
Series section of our store. Pair the study of this novel with
our Graphic Organizers.
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English and simplified Chinese edition of Stuart Little - the EB
White classic. In Simplified Chinese. Distributed by Tsai Fong
Books, Inc.
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In this important book for pre- and in-service teachers, early
math experts Douglas Clements and Julie Sarama show how
"learning trajectories" help diagnose a child’s level of
mathematical understanding and provide guidance for
teaching. By focusing on the inherent delight and curiosity
behind young children’s mathematical reasoning, learning
trajectories ultimately make teaching more joyous. They help
teachers understand the varying levels of knowledge
exhibited by individual students, which in turn allows them to
better meet the learning needs of all children. Using
straightforward, no-nonsense language, this book
summarizes the current research about how children learn
mathematics, and how to build on what children already know
to realize more effective teaching. This second edition of
Learning and Teaching Early Math remains the definitive,
research-based resource to help teachers understand the
learning trajectories of early mathematics and become
quintessential professionals. Updates to the new edition
include: • Explicit connections between Learning Trajectories
and the new Common Core State Standards. • New
coverage of patterns and patterning. • Incorporation of
hundreds of recent research studies.

Nora Rose Rowley is a genius, but don't tell anyone.
Nora's managed to make it to the fifth grade without
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anyone figuring out that she's not just an ordinary
kid, and she wants to keep it that way. But then Nora
gets fed up with the importance everyone attaches to
test scores and grades, and she purposely brings
home a terrible report card just to prove a point.
Suddenly the attention she's successfully avoided all
her life is focused on her, and her secret is out. And
that's when things start to get really complicated....
An old tramp, adopted by three fatherless children
when their mother hides them under a bridge on the
Seine, finds a home for mother and children and a
job for himself.
One of the few bestselling introductory criminal
justice texts written by professors who actively teach
the course to large numbers of undergraduates each
year, INTRODUCTION TO CRIMINAL JUSTICE is
uniquely attuned to the needs of today's students
and instructors. Now in its fifteenth edition and
known for its authoritative, solidly researched
content, Siegel and Worrall's text delivers
comprehensive, cutting-edge coverage of criminal
justice. Extremely student friendly, the text's
balanced and objective presentation is packed with
provocative real-world examples and the latest
developments from the field. Crisp writing,
complemented by vivid illustrations, deftly guides
readers through the intricate workings of the police,
courts, and correctional systems; the concepts and
processes of justice; and key policy issues. The
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book also includes an emphasis on today's criminal
justice careers, offering insights from numerous
professionals on the rewards and realities of their
jobs. Important Notice: Media content referenced
within the product description or the product text may
not be available in the ebook version.
Imagine if going to school meant more than
preparing kids for a test, teaching a canned
curriculum, and training students for their future as
workers. What if school were also about cultivating
students to be caring, community-involved citizens
and critical, creative thinkers who love to read? In
Caring Hearts & Critical Minds, teacher-author
Steven Wolk shows teachers how to help students
become better readers as well as better people. "I
want [my students] to be thinkers and have rich
conversations regarding critical issues in the text and
be able to formulate opinions regarding these
issues," says Leslie Rector, a sixth-grade teacher
who collaborated with Wolk on some of the units
featured in this book. Wolk demonstrates how to
integrate inquiry learning, exciting and contemporary
literature, and teaching for social responsibility
across the curriculum. He takes teachers step-bystep through the process of designing an inquirybased literature unit and then provides five full units
used in real middle-grade classrooms. Featuring a
remarkable range of recommended resources and
hundreds of novels from across the literary genres,
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Caring Hearts & Critical Minds gives teachers a
blueprint for creating dynamic units with rigorous
lessons about topics kids care about--from media
and the environment to personal happiness and
global poverty. Wolk shows teachers how to find
stimulating, real-world "complex texts" called for in
the Common Core State Standards and integrate
them into literature units. "I know from experience
that a great book changes the reader," says Karen
Tellez, an eighth-grade teacher featured in the book.
"For me, books have helped me escape, fall in love,
recover from heartbreak, and have broken open my
mind from the age of twelve. . . . I hope [my
students] gain better reading comprehension,
confidence as readers, connections to the characters
and events, a curiosity for the world, and tolerance
for others." Caring Hearts & Critical Minds shows
teachers how to turn these hopes and goals into
reality.
Offers reviews and recommendations of over 25,000
titles for children, and includes brief annotations,
bibliographic data, and review citations.
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